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Aims

The overall aim of this thesis has been to explore different aspects of the molecular etiology of non-healing venous leg ulcers. Throughout these studies, a particular objective has been to determine which factors contribute to maintaining chronic wounds.

I have focused on four main questions.

- Is it possible to identify molecular and morphological deviations in non-healing venous leg ulcers?
- How can bacteria interfere with the wound healing process?
- Is there a defective cell proliferation at the wound edges of venous leg ulcers?
- Which factors maintain the high proteolysis and the ongoing inflammation in venous leg ulcers?
Introduction

Historical aspects

Throughout history, skin wounds have constituted a threat to human beings. Thus, humans have always had an interest in wound care and the wound healing process. Documentation on these topics dates back to the ancient Egypt civilisation 1500 B.C (Falanga, 2001). The Egyptians’ great interest in wound care resulted in documentation of cardinal signs of infection and inflammation and treatment advice for different types of wounds. Wounds were frequently treated through topical administration of honey, grease, carbon and copper with additives of milk, urine, raw meat and wine (Sipos et al. 2004). The Greeks studied wound healing conditions more systematically, and were probably the first to differentiate between non-healing versus acute wounds and document these findings (Toledo-Pereyra 2002). Claudius Galen of Pergamum (130-200 AD), a Greek physician and scientist served as a surgeon to the Roman gladiators. He studied the recovery of injured slaves and discovered that wounds in a continuously moist environment healed faster than those that were allowed to dry out (Toledo-Pereyra 2002). In modern time, Oscar Gilje re-discovered these findings and documented his observations in a dissertation in 1948 (Gilje 1948). However, this knowledge was not converted into medical practice until 1962, when George Winter found an increased epithelialization rate of porcine wounds kept in a moist environment (Winter 1962). One year later, Hinnman and Mailbach confirmed these results in human skin (Hinnman et al. 1963, Falanga 2001). Modern wound care continues to become increasingly advanced and is often specific to certain wound types. Still in many aspects, historical knowledge is rediscovered. Consequently, today’s arsenal of wound treatments includes acetic acid, silver, maggot therapy, charcoal, seaweed and collagen in combinations with moist and compression bandages.

Background – chronic ulcers

The integrity of the human body is dependent on a strict function of the skin barrier to prevent dehydration but also to protect against microorganisms and chemical substances.
Undamaged skin is essential to human life. When skin damage occurs a well-orchestrated chain of matrix signals initiate chemokines, cytokines and enzymes, leading to recruitment of white blood cells, and migration of fibroblasts and epithelial cells (Singer & Clark 1999). The human skin is normally colonised by various bacteria and fungi. During evolution the innate and the adaptive immune system have developed different defence mechanisms to prevent microbial invasion. Antimicrobial peptides occur in all living organisms and are fundamental parts of the innate immunity system, which mounts a rapid non-specific defence against a broad spectrum of microbes (Hancock et al. 2000). These peptides are found on the epithelial skin and mucosal surfaces but also in internal organs such as kidneys, lungs and the gut (Hancock et al. 2000). Under normal conditions we live in an ecological balance with the microbial flora. Disturbed microbial balance is seen in diseases like atopic dermatitis (Roll et al. 2004; Guzik et al. 2005) but also in leg ulcers related to venous insufficiency (Jones et al. 2004).

Chronic venous leg ulcers represent a major health problem with an increasing burden on health care providers and long lasting suffering for the affected patients (van Korlaar et al. 2003; Lindholm et al. 1993). The chronic venous leg ulcer is defined as an ulcer distal to the knee, caused mainly by venous dysfunction, which does not heal within six weeks (Nelzén & Bergqvist 1995). The etiology is multifactorial and it is necessary to take into consideration underlying diseases like diabetes, venous and arterial insufficiency, various inflammatory conditions like vasculitis, rheumatological disease, pyoderma gangrenosum, skin tumours and infections. The prevalence of non-healing leg ulcers varies in different published reports (Beebe-Dimmer et al. 2005; Nelzén & Bergqvist 1995; Ragnarson-Tennvall et al. 2004). Recently published epidemiological data from Sweden for non-healing leg ulcers reports a point prevalence of 0.12-0.3 %. (Ragnarson-Tennvall et al. 2004). The prevalence increases dramatically with age. More than 90 % of the patients are over the age of 60 years (Ågren et al. 2000). In recent calculations 38-54 % of all leg ulcers are related to venous insufficiency (Ragnarson-Tennvall et al. 2004). These patients require extensive resources, and ulcer size as well as healing duration are important cost factors. The total direct annual cost of venous leg ulcers in Sweden in 2002 has been estimated to about 73 million euro (Ragnarson-Tennvall et al. 2004). At least 50% of deep venous insufficiencies have a history of deep venous thrombosis (Nelzén & Bergqvist 1995). Although chronic venous leg ulcers are multifactorial they are all characterized by ongoing and unregulated inflammatory condition that always includes bacterial infestation (Ågren et al. 2000). It is hard to establish experimental models for chronic wounds and since this group of patients mainly includes elderly, interfering multiple diseases are common and have to be considered. The time consuming
wound care at the outcome clinic requires considerable human resources and quality of life parameters demonstrate a marked impact on the daily life of patients with leg ulcer disease. (Lindholm et al. 1993).

The wound healing process

Normal wound repair involves an initial inflammation phase characterized by neutrophil infiltration, excessive protease activity followed by macrophage migration and angiogenesis, as well as by keratinocyte and fibroblast proliferation and migration (Singer & Clark 1999). The overlapping processes of inflammation, re-epithelialization, tissue granulation and remodelling are controlled by complex patterns of growth factors, cytokines, proteinases and their inhibitors. These, in concert with matrix adhesion molecules, enable proper cell proliferation and migration but also a well regulated protease activity for degradation of devitalised tissue and wound bed fibrin, which altogether facilitate a complete closure of the wound (Santoro & Gaudino 2005).

The inflammatory phase

At the moment of skin injury, the coagulation cascade forms a temporary barrier by the blood clot, consisting of fibrin and trapped platelets releasing fibrinogen, vaso-active mediators, growth factors like Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF), cytokines and chemo-attractant mediators (Santoro & Gaudino 2005; Singer & Clark 1999). These mediators recruit inflammatory blood cells like neutrophil granulocytes and macrophages (Santoro & Gaudino 2005; Singer & Clark 1999). Polymorphonuclear granulocytes (PMN) enter the wound as early as a few minutes after tissue damage. The recruitment of leukocytes from the circulation is regulated by molecular changes at the surface of endothelial cells of the capillary wall (Ågren et al. 2000). By phagocytosis they “clean up” the debris and bacteria at the wound site. In normal wound healing the PMN are in cell majority the first five days (Ågren et al. 2000). Monocytes, essential for wound healing, enter the wound area 24-48 hours after wounding. Besides having phagocytic functions these cells are also important sources of cytokines and growth factors like PDGF, Tumor Necrosis Factor α (TNF-α), TGF-β and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), which are important for the initiation of granulation tissue formation (Singer & Clark 1999; Goldman 2004).
Epithelialization

This phase is characterized by cell proliferation and migration of epidermal cells, which is mainly regulated by increased expression of growth factors, metalloproteinases (MMP) and integrins but also stimulation by the “free edge” of the wound margin (Santoro & Gaudino 2005; Singer & Clark 1999). Within 24 hours after injury, keratinocytes and follicular epithelial cells undergo marked phenotypic alteration. Up-regulated cell proliferation behind the migrating leading edge results in a hyper-proliferative epithelium (Santoro & Gaudino 2005). Although the epithelialization factors are still not determined in detail, Keratinocyte Growth Factor (KGF), Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) and Transforming Growth Factor-α (TGF-α) are three participants in the proliferation process (Werner et al. 2003). Integrins are transmembrane cell surface receptors, critical for modulating focal cell contact, binding of matrix proteins and interacting with cytoskeletal structures (Baum & Arpey 2005; Cavani et al. 1993). Dissolution of hemidesmosomal links, cellular retraction of tonofilaments and desmosomes together with formation of cytoplasmatic actin filaments, promote cell migration in lateral movement towards the skin defect (Singer & Clark 1999). Localized proteolysis at the wound site is promoted by MMP-1, which is consistently expressed by migrating keratinocytes following injury, driven by keratinocyte contact with type-1 collagen (Ravanti et al. 2000). This results in matrix degradation, which is critical in the process of facilitating keratinocyte migration and matrix remodelling (Ravanti et al. 2000).

Granulation phase

Granulation tissue formation commences 3-4 days after injury and is characterized by fibroblast phenotypic alterations and migration into the wound site, followed by formation of new collagen fibres and ground substance as well as of sprouting angiogenesis. PMNs are gradually replaced by macrophages, which release various stimulating growth factors, which mediate fibroblast proliferation and angiogenesis (Singer & Clark 1999). Fibroblasts, stimulated by PDGF and TGF-β1 are important for the production of extracellular matrix major components (Santoro & Gaudino 2005). Initially, a provisional matrix is formed consisting of molecules as fibrin, fibronectin, hyaluronic acid, collagen, proteoglycans and elastin (Singer & Clark 1999). Simultaneous proteolytic processes are required in this phase (Ravanti et al. 2000). Low oxygen tension and various fibroblast growth factors promote angiogenesis whereas other growth factors, such as VEGF, are critical in the neovascularisation of the granulation tissue (Singer & Clark 1999). Furthermore, proteoglycans like syndecans also promote angiogenesis (Gallo 1994).
**Remodelling phase**

Deposition and remodelling of the extracellular matrix proteins are dynamic processes including synthesis and catabolism long after the functional skin barrier is complete. Macromolecules such as fibronectin, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid and collagen are important components. Under the influence of TGF-β and other growth factors, fibroblasts synthesize a new collagen-rich matrix, forming larger collagen bundles and new intermolecular cross-links to increase connective tissue tensile strength (Singer & Clark 1999). Myofibroblasts play the main part in wound contraction, resulting in decreased wound size (Amadeu 2003). Initially produced collagen type III fibers are replaced by collagen type I and gradually, significant programmed cell death of fibroblasts occur (Falanga 2001).

**Chronic wound pathogenesis**

In contrast to acute wounds, chronic venous ulcers fail to follow this timely pattern of events and persist in a chronic inflammatory stage involving high protease levels, bacterial influence, endothelial cell leakage and high oxidative stress (Ågren et al. 2000).

It is well known that the main underlying etiology for venous leg ulcer is venous hypertension in the lower extremities, due to incompetent valves in the venous system, causing disturbed microcirculation in the tissue (Ågren et al. 2000). This leads to increased pressure in the capillary bed with a subsequent trapping of PMN and a vascular leakage of fibrinogen and other macromolecules (Phillips & Dover 1991; Ågren et al. 2000). The cell population of the inflammatory infiltrate in the wound bed is dominated by PMN and macrophages. Excessive proteolysis in the wound area has been proposed as one of the mechanisms leading to defective wound repair (Ågren et al. 2000). Although, there are several other overlapping hypotheses for impaired wound healing in venous insufficiency.

The “trap hypothesis”, focuses on leakage of macromolecules like albumin and α₂-macroglobulin. These molecules bind growth factors and cytokines, which make them unavailable for the repair process (Falanga & Eaglestein 1993; Higley et al. 1995).

The “fibrinogen leakage hypothesis”, suggests that extravasal fibrinogen is polymerised to fibrin complexes, which form fibrin cuffs around the capillary wall. The fibrin cuffs are proposed to cause impaired oxygen diffusion and trapping of growth factors, which make them incapable to take part in the wound repair process (Van de Scheur & Falanga 1997). Fibrin cuffs have been demonstrated in lipodermatoscle-
rotic tissue, which is commonly seen below the knee level in patients with venous insufficiency (Falanga et al. 1987; Falanga et al. 1992).

The “venous hypertension theory” proposes the development of venous leg ulcers caused by endothelial activation and damage by adherence of inflammatory cells to the vessel wall, leading to microcirculation ischemia as well as extravasation of erythrocytes and white blood cells (Coleridge-Smith 1988; Saharay 1998).

The “oxidative stress theory” is based on dermal iron deposition, which is derived from extravasated erythrocytes. The typical hyperpigmentation in the surrounding wound contains higher heme levels, and the corresponding iron deposition generates free radicals via the Fenton reaction, maintaining oxidative stress due to toxic oxygen metabolites (Ågren et al. 2000). The activated white blood cells release inflammatory mediators, which increase the capillary permeability that leads to extravasation of blood cells and formation of oedema in the dermis (Scott et al. 1991).

The “bacterial burden theory” proposes that the presence of microorganisms maintains the inflammatory response with constant and high release of chemotactic factors, recruiting additional inflammatory cells, which preserve high proteolytic activity and all together these actions are suggested to result in a self-amplifying detrimental condition (Bowler 2002; Mertz & Ovington 1993; Robson et al. 1990).

Obviously, there are still a number of additional unknown etiological factors, all of which are possible factors, maintaining sustained chronic wounds. Modulation of the inflammatory response is therefore a potential target for therapeutic intervention in order to transfer chronic wounds into the healing phase.

**Modes of determining wound status**

To establish correct underlying etiology for leg ulcer, medical history of previous wound and healing duration, deep vein thrombosis or leg trauma, varicose vein diseases and oedema tendency of the lower extremities are important in order to confirm the diagnosis. A general physical examination including ankle/brachial index (ABI) is required. The venous ulcer location is in the typical case found at the gaiter area. The ulcer appearance usually shows various sizes with irregular margins, and the wound bed is often covered with granulation and fibrinous material. The wound depth is usually moderate without any visible tendons. The surrounding ulcer area generally shows skin induration, due to lipodermatosclerosis and occasionally eczematous changes (Valencia et al. 2001). Hemosiderin deposition in the dermis gives the characteristic lower leg hyperpigmentation (Valencia et al. 2001). Atrophie blanche with its typical whitish network with deep red punctuated telangiectasias is sometimes seen due to vascular disturbances, and is often associated with therapy re-
sistant severe pain (Valencia et al. 2001). To determine venous insufficiency either a handheld Doppler is used, or if a detailed examination is preferable, a colour duplex examination is executed to evaluate venous valve function in the venous system of the lower extremities. The systolic ankle index is always determined. Other conditions like local and general infection, immunological disease or diabetes are determined by routine physical examination and laboratory blood tests.

**Current therapies**

Chronic venous leg ulcers are treated with regular routine therapies. The normal wound care includes mechanical and sometimes enzymatic debridement. Variants of moist, occlusive wound dressing are standard. In case of inflammation and cellulitis with bacterial infection, active antiseptic wound dressings containing acetic acid, iodine or silver are applied. If needed, local and/or per oral pharmacological treatment, antibiotics, antiinflammatory and analgesic drugs are added. Compression multilayer bandage is always applied in treatment of venous leg ulcers, having an ABI >0.8.

Anti oedema treatment with intermittent pneumatic compression sometimes combined with additional diuretic therapy is effective if lower leg oedema is massive. When healing response is poor, several additional therapies are available. Vacuum Assisted Closure therapy (VAC) was recently introduced for wound healing promotion. The equipment is applied directly to the wound surface. This brings negative pressure into the wound bed and it has been reported by others to stimulate tissue formation and promote angiogenesis (Loree et al. 2004). Surgical intervention using skin grafting (pinch graft) is frequently used. Furthermore, patients with diagnostic superficial venous insufficiency should undergo vascular examination and assessment for possible surgery or other related vascular intervention therapy.

Pharmacological treatment with pentoxifylline is well known to improve wound healing in chronic leg ulcers. The drug is interesting because of its multifunctional effect. High doses of the drug have fibrinolytic activities (Falanga et al. 1999). It improves the microcirculation by its ability to increase the deformability of erythrocytes and white blood cells and reduces the adhesion properties of the capillary endothelium. The drug also prevents thrombocyte and erythrocyte aggregation, due to its antitrombotic effect (Falanga et al. 1999). Recent reports state that the drug exerts immunomodulatory and antiinflammatory activity due to inhibition of the production of proinflammatory cytokines (Fantin et al. 2006).
Materials and methods

Patients, paper I-V

The research project was approved by the Ethics committee, Lund University Hospital. Informed consent was obtained from all patients. Patients were recruited from the Department of Dermatology, Lund University Hospital. Patients with chronic venous ulcers (duration > 3 months) were included in these studies. The age ranged from 72 to 86 years with a mean age of 80.2 years. In the wound fluid study, the control group consisted patients from the surgical Department at Landskröna Hospital (9 females, mean age 65 years).

Biopsies, paper I-V

4 mm biopsies were taken from the edge of the ulcer and from a control area on the thigh. The biopsies were fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde, dehydrated sequentially with ethanol, and subsequently embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections (5 µm) were cut in a microtome, mounted on slides, and used for the immunostaining procedures.

Wound fluid collection, paper I-V

Tegaderm or OpSite dressings were applied on the wound and wound fluid was collected by gentle aspiration underneath the film after 2 hours (Grinnell et al. 1996), centrifuged at 10000 rpm in an Eppendorf centrifuge, aliquoted and stored at -20° C until further use.

The control group included patients after surgery. Wound fluid was obtained from surgical drainages following mastectomy. The fluid was collected for 24 hours, 24 to 48 hours after surgery. The wound fluid was thereafter immediately transported on ice and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 10000 rpm. The supernatant was carefully removed and thereafter stored in -20° C.
**Bacterial strains, paper IV-V**

Bacterial cultures were obtained from patients with venous leg ulcers as previously described (Schmidtchen et al. 2001). In paper IV, six strains of *S. aureus* were derived from patients with atopic dermatitis (kindly provided by Dr. Andreas Sonesson).

**Immunohistochemistry, paper I-V**

Sections were deparaffinized by routine procedures, and endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked with 3 % H$_2$O$_2$ in methanol for 10 min. After rinsing in distilled water, followed by PBS, sections were permeabilized with 0.05% Tween 20 in PBS. To unmask epitopes we used heat-induced epitope retrieval. Slides were transferred to 0.01M sodium citrate buffer, pH 6.0, briefly boiled in a microwave oven (at 900 W) and then for 6 min (at 90 W). Thereafter sections were rinsed in PBS. After pre-incubation with normal goat serum (1%) for 30 min at room temperature, over night incubation at 4°C was performed with specific primary antibodies, each one specified in the different papers. Antibody detection was performed with the standard avidin-biotin-complex (ABC) detection system using DAB as the chromogenic substrate. Sections were counterstained with Mayer’s Hemalum mounted with Pertex and examined and photographed using a Olympus BHS photomicrographic system.

**Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), paper III, IV, V**

For protein detection and degradation analysis, 10 %, 12%, 16.5% or 3–12 % SDS-PAGE was used. For HBP degradation analysis in paper IV the protein was pre-incubated with purified *P. aeruginosa* elastase, supernatants from *E. faecalis* and *P. mirabilis* strains or human neutrophil elastase. For details see paper III, IV, V. After separation, the gel was stained with Coomassie Brilliant blue and then dried.

**Immunoblotting, paper III, IV, V**

The proteins were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and immunoprinting of the transferred proteins was done, as previous described (Towbin et al. 1979; Schmidtchen 1999) followed by incubation with polyclonal antibodies against either HBP, α-defensin, or α1-microglobulin. Bound antibodies were detected using a peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody.
HBP-release, paper IV

Bacteria grown in Todd-Hewitt medium over night were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatants were incubated at 37° C for 30 min with blood from healthy volunteers (diluted in PBS). Unconditioned Todd-Hewitt medium was used as a control. For determination of total HBP concentration in neutrophil granulocytes, cells were completely lysed by addition of 0.1 % Triton X-100 to the blood solution. This was considered as 100% release. Thereafter the samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was removed. The HBP concentration was determined by a sandwich ELISA (Tapper et al. 2002).

Viable count assay, paper IV

Bacterial strains, cultured over night, were grown to mid-log phase in TH-medium and then washed and diluted in 10mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 containing 5 mM glucose. Either human serum or acute or chronic wound fluids were added to a final concentration of 20 %. 50 µl of bacterial suspension, 2x10^6 CFU/ml was incubated at 37° C for 4 hours with different HBP concentrations (0, 2, 10, 20, 40, 100 µg/ml). Quantification of bactericidal activity was achieved by serial dilutions of the incubation mixture, followed by plating on TH agar and incubation overnight at 37°C. Thereafter the bacterial colonies were counted (Andersson et al. 2004).

Radial diffusion assay, paper V

The RDA-assay is previously described (Lehrer et al. 1991; Andersson et al. 2004). P. aeruginosa and E. coli bacteria were incubated overnight at 37° C in full-strength (3% w/v) trypticase soy broth (TBS). 200 µl of each bacterial strain was inoculated in 10 ml fresh TBS and grown to mid-log phase for an additional 3 h at 37°C. Thereafter the bacterial solution was centrifuged and washed, followed by re-suspension in cold 10 ml 10 mM Tris-buffer, pH 7.4. After optical density had been measured at 620 nm, the bacterial solution was centrifuged and resuspended to a concentration of 2 x 10^9 CFU/ml. 2.2 µl of each bacterial solution was mixed with 5 ml, undergel (at 50° C) containing 1.5 mg TBS, 250 mg Low electroendosmosis-type agarose (Low-EEO) (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Mo) and 1 µl Tween 20 in 10mM Tris and the solution was poured into a 90 mm petridish. 4 mm wells were punched out in the solidified gel and 6 µl of each peptide were added into the wells followed by incubation for 3 h at 37° C. Thereafter an overlay agar containing 6 % TBS and 0.5% Low-
EEO was poured over the undergel. The dishes were incubated overnight at 37°C. After staining the gels with Coomassie brilliant blue, the clear inhibition zone was measured with a metric scale.

Statistical analyses, paper II and IV

The Wilcoxon test was used for evaluation of HBP release in paper IV. For evaluation of Cyclin A positive cell counts in paper II, the Mann-Whitney rank sum test was performed.

Other methods used in this thesis

- Affinity chromatography, previously described (Allhorn et al 2002). Paper III.
- Biochemical methods for quantification and determination of $\alpha_1$-microglobulin, porphyrins and iron in wound fluid and plasma (Åkerström 1985; Falk 1964). Paper III.
- ELISA methods for quantification of concentration $\alpha$-defensin and HBP levels in wound fluid. The methods are previously described (Tapper et al. 2002; Faurschou et al. 2002). Paper IV and V.
Results and comments (paper I-V)

Paper I


The investigation in this paper was focused on proteoglycans (PG) in non-healing venous leg ulcers. The purpose was to survey the morphological patterns of different PGs in non-healing wounds. PGs represent a large family of complex molecules, which constitute a major part of extracellular matrices. They are integrated in membrane structures and are also found in cartilage and other fibrous supporting tissue (Bernfield et al. 1992; Salmivirta et al. 1995; Iozzo et al. 1996). The complex molecules consist of a core protein, covalently linked to different glycosaminoglycans (GAG) such as chondroitin/dermatan sulphate, keratan sulphate, heparan sulphate or heparin. The molecules are interesting since they are multivalent and participate in many biological processes such as coagulation, control of cell adhesion, cell growth and organization of extracellular matrix. They have specific functions during cellular development processes but also in different pathological conditions like cancer and inflammation (Taylor & Gallo 2006; Fears 2006; Perrimon et al. 2000). PGs have important regulatory functions in wound healing since the molecules bind growth factors, promote angiogenesis (Gallo 1994) and are involved in regulation of proliferation, proteolysis and matrix adhesion (Elenius et al. 1991; Oksala et al. 1995; Andriessen et al. 1997).

The syndecan family are a group of membrane integrated PGs comprising at least four different gene products. They are implicated in activation and binding of growth factors and also have a protease protecting function by binding elastase and cathepsin, resulting in protection from anti-proteases (Essner et al. 2005; Bernfield et al. 1992; Salmivirta et al. 1995; Kainulainen et al. 1998). Furthermore, syndecan is critical in the wound healing process since it promotes angiogenesis (Gallo 1994). It is proposed that syndecan-4 is essential for adhesion formation via certain integrins, and for cell proliferation and migration in response to growth factors (Santoro & Gaudino 2005). It has recently been reported that syndecan-2 promotes cellular interaction and adhesion as well as involvement in the angiogenesis, serving as a co-
receptor for VEGF, all important factors in cancer cell invasion (Beauvaris & Rapraeger 2004; Essner et al. 2006).

CD-44 a membrane-associated macromolecule is abundant in epithelial cells and binds both hyaluronate and fibronectin (Turley 1992; Lesley et al. 1993). It has been reported that CD44 may be involved in fibroblast migration in wound healing and interestingly, expression of CD44 has been found to be increased in hypertrophic scar fibroblasts (Messadi & Bertolami 1993). Glypican binds antithrombin and acts as an anticoagulant at the endothelial surface (Mertens et al. 1992; David et al. 1993). The basal membrane associated PG, perlecan acts a reservoir for different growth factors (Ruoslahti et al. 1991) and recent reports have proposed that perlecan have regulatory properties in the angiogenesis in vivo (Zhou et al. 2004).

Considering the above, PGs are intimately involved in the wound healing process. Therefore, the purpose of this paper was to study the morphological pattern of human skin PGs in chronic wound edges and in normal skin.

Six PGs were studied, and all were identified in the wound tissue by immunohistochemistry. As mentioned above, five of these are cell associated; syndecan-1, syndecan-2, syndecan-4, CD-44 and glypican, whereas one PG, perlecan is associated with the basal membrane. The morphological studies showed that syndecan-1 was detected in the pericellular regions of the keratinocytes in the epidermis. The signal seemed to fade out towards the wound edge. Endothelial cells did not express any signal for this PG. This may indicate poor angiogenesis in this area since other reports have indicated that growing capillaries express syndecan-1 in murine wound models (Elenius et al. 1991; Gallo 1994). Syndecan-2 showed intracellular staining in keratinocytes, fibroblasts, glandular cells and endothelial cells in normal skin. The basal cells yielded weaker signals, both in chronic wounds and in normal skin. The chronic wound margin at the protruding basal layer lacked syndecan-2 expression. Moreover, the endothelial staining was weaker at the wound margin compared to normal skin. This pattern may be the result of impaired angiogenesis in the chronic wound tissue but could also be related to altered cell-to-cell communication in the basal layer protruding keratinocytes (Essner et al. 2005). Syndecan-4 and glypican had similar staining pattern and were expressed in a pericellular fashion but also intracellularly in the epidermal keratinocytes in normal skin. Fibroblasts and endothelial cells were lightly stained. In chronic wounds, the signal for syndecan-4 was predominantly expressed intracellularly in the epidermal basal layer keratinocytes, fading out towards the leading edge. Furthermore, the endothelial cells showed mostly intracellular signals and the expression appeared to fade towards the wound outer edge. Hypothetically, this pattern may be related to the PGs role as receptors for various extracellular
ligands such as growth factors. Another alternative explanation of this pattern could be the fact that syndecan-4 is involved in cell adhesion (Woods & Couchman 1994). For glypican, the wound edge keratinocyte staining was mostly intracellular and the basal pericellular pattern seemed to fade out towards the wound edge in chronic wound tissue. Perlecan was detected at the basal membrane (BM) at the dermo-epidermal junction and in the endothelial cells in the dermis, both in normal skin and chronic wounds. Other studies have reported that perlecan is absent the first week in normal wound healing (Andriessen 1997; Oksala 1995). These findings may reflect the static nature of the edges of chronic wounds, enabling the synthesis and incorporation of BM components such as perlecan into the BM. CD44 was identified in the epidermis but also in the fibroblasts and the endothelial cells both in the chronic wound edges as well as in normal skin.

In conclusion, this paper demonstrated specific and different distribution patterns of human skin PGs, in normal skin and in chronic wound tissues. Whether these patterns are specific for chronic ulcers or apply to wound healing in general remains to be investigated.
Paper II


Proliferation of the epidermis is fundamental for proper wound healing. Cyclins are intracellular subunits of regulatory proteins, essential for the passage through specific stages of the mitotic cell cycle. They have been the objects of interest in a number of previous cell-proliferation studies (Inohara et al. 1994; Gniadecki 1998; Desdouets et al. 1995; Vade Berg et al. 2003). Other proliferation markers like PCNA, Ki67, cytokertin 16 and 17, have been studied by others and reported to be upregulated in chronic venous leg ulcers, indicating that cell proliferation is not a limiting factor for impaired wound healing (Andriessen et al. 1995; Galkowska et al. 2003). Different cyclins are associated with a certain stage of the mitotic cycle (Johnson & Walker 1999). Cyclin A regulate the S-phase of DNA synthesis. Over expression of cyclins has been reported in association with increased cellproliferation in diseases like psoriasis as well as in tumour formation (Yam et al. 2002). Since epidermal proliferation is essential for wound healing, the purpose of this study was to assess whether cyclin A expression could be utilized as a novel marker for epidermal proliferation in chronic leg ulcers.

The immunohistochemistry results showed that about 5% of the cells in the epidermal basal cell layer of normal skin stained positive for Cyclin A. In chronic as well as in acute wounds, 25 % of the epidermal basal cells had positive Cyclin A signals. Thus, there was a fivefold increased expression pattern for Cyclin A in both acute and chronic wounds when compared to normal skin. There was no significant difference in the staining pattern between chronic and acute wounds. In the immediate leading edge in both the chronic and acute wounds, no Cyclin A-positive cells were detected. This indicates that these cells are non-proliferating and may originate from basal stem cells beneath the leading edge.

In conclusion, our data indicate that the cellular proliferation in the epidermal basal cell layers of chronic venous ulcers is not impaired when compared to acute healing wounds. These findings correspond to others (Andriessen et al. 1995; Galkowska et al. 2003) and suggest that defective cell proliferation is not a major pathogenetic factor for impaired wound healing of venous ulcers.
**Paper III**

Allhorn M, **Lundqvist K**, Schmidtchen A, Åkerström B. Heme-scavenging role of \( \alpha_1 \)-microglobulin in chronic ulcers. *J Invest Dermatol.* 2003; 121; 640-646

This paper focused on inflammation and oxidative stress as consequences of deposition of free iron and heme in dermal tissues of chronic venous leg ulcers. As previously mentioned, non-healing chronic leg ulcers are characterized by an ongoing and unregulated tissue inflammation (Ågren et al. 2000). Increase of intravasal venous blood pressure and backflow due to incomplete valves in the deep and/or superficial veins of the lower extremities results in skin damage and ulceration (Nicolaides et al. 1993). Still, the pathogenesis is not clearly understood and there are many proposed pathogenetic mechanisms involving stasis of the microcirculation, white blood cell trapping, free radical damage and growth factor blockade (Falanga & Eaglestein 1993; Higley et al. 1995, see also Introduction in this thesis). Deposition of heme and free iron into the extracellular matrix structures is due to endothelial dysfunction and leakage of erythrocytes. The free iron or complex bound iron (as heme) in dermal tissue has been implicated as an important pro-inflammatory factor (Ackerman et al. 1988; Wagener et al. 2001; Wenk et al. 2001). The oxidized ferric (Fe \(^3\)) form of heme and free iron are strong oxidative agents, which can generate oxygen-derived free radicals by the Fenton reaction (Halliwell 1989; Gutteridge 1986). Increases of free radicals can lead to cell destruction and tissue damage by oxidative stress and have been proposed to participate in the pathogenesis of chronic ulcers (Ågren et al 2000).

The liver is the main site of synthesis of a 26 kDa glycoprotein, \( \alpha_1 \)-microglobulin (\( \alpha_1 \)-m), which belongs to the lipocalin superfamily (Daveau et al. 1998; Åkerström et al. 1990). Approximately 50 % of \( \alpha_1 \)-m are complex bound to IgA (Grubb et al. 1986). \( \alpha_1 \)-m is found in various tissues, both intra- and extravasal, although its function is still not completely elucidated (Berggård et al. 1998). A recent investigation has indicated that \( \alpha_1 \)-m has heme-binding properties and may be involved in heme-metabolism in tissues (Allhorn et al. 2002). Haemoglobin induces processing of \( \alpha_1 \)-m to a cleaved form, lacking a C-terminal tetrapeptide, so called truncated \( \alpha_1 \)-m (t-\( \alpha_1 \)-m) (Allhorn et al. 2002). The active form, t-\( \alpha_1 \)-m, has a tissue-protecting role against heme-induced oxidative stress due to its heme-binding and heme-degrading properties (Allhorn et al. 2002).
In venous insufficiency the characteristic hyperpigmentation of the lower leg is a well-known sign, reflecting among others, tissue deposition of heme and iron. This is a frequent clinical finding due to long standing inflammation and increased venous pressure. Thus, non-healing venous leg ulcers represent an interesting model for studying the relation between chronic inflammation, oxidative stress and the interactions with α1-m and heme.

Wound fluid from twelve patients suffering from chronic venous leg ulcer was analysed. Three variants of α1-m in wound fluid were identified: free α1-m, t-α1-m and complex IgA bound α1-m. Analysed plasma from the same patients showed no detectable t-α1-m. Furthermore, concentration of heme as protoporphyrin IX, and free iron were measured in wound fluid from five patients. Heme was found both in plasma and in wound fluid from patients with venous leg ulcers. In addition, both complex bound IgA-α1-m and free α1-m were exogenously added to chronic wound fluid. The results of this analysis demonstrated cleavage of α1-m to the truncated, active form of α1-m, but also processing of IgA-bound α1-m. These findings propose that mobilisation of activated, heme-binding and heme-degrading α1-m from an IgA-α1-m complex may act as a reservoir from which activated t-α1-m is released. However, the identity of the cleavage factor in the wound fluid is not yet determined. Additionally, this paper in concert with other studies (Wenk et al. 2001; Blomgren et al. 2001) report presence of heme and iron in chronic wound fluid. It is therefore tempting to speculate that the processing of α1-m in chronic leg ulcer is induced by hemoglobin or hemoglobin variants.

The morphological distribution of α1-m in chronic wound tissue was investigated by immunohistochemistry. Heme and iron deposition was detected by tissue staining using Fouchet technique and Perls’ Prussian blue staining respectively. Tissue sections from acute wound and normal skin were used as controls. The result showed that tissue deposition of heme and iron are accentuated in chronic ulcer tissues, in contrast to acute wounds and normal skin. As expected, α1-m was ubiquitously present both in normal skin and chronic ulcers.

In summary, the co-localisation of α1-m, heme and iron in chronic wound tissues together with heme induced α1-m cleavage and activation and the documented heme-binding and heme-degradation properties of α1-m, support the hypothesis that α1-m constitute a novel defence mechanism against high heme levels and heme-induced oxidative stress in chronic venous leg ulcers.
Paper IV


Heparin binding protein (HBP), also known as CAP37/azurocidin, belongs to the family of serine proteases, which are stored in PMN granules (Pereira 1995). The protein has multifunctional properties and acts as an interesting mediator involved in host response as well as in initiation of vascular leakage (Heinzlemann et al. 1999; Gautam et al. 2001; Herwald et al. 2004). Furthermore, the protein has antimicrobial effects (Gabay et al. 1989).

Considering these multiple roles of HBP, this paper focused on its potential role in venous ulcers. It is well known that chronic wounds are colonized by high bacterial loads such as *P. aeruginosa*, *S. aureus*, *E. faecalis* and *P. mirabilis* (Hansson et al. 1995). These ulcers are also characterized by chronic inflammation, leading to endothelial dysfunction with leakage of erythrocytes and leukocytes (Ågren et al. 2000). The pathophysiology of the endothelial dysfunction is not clearly understood. In order to address this, we analysed HBP in wound tissues and in wound fluid from venous ulcers and acute wounds as well as its release in response to bacteria. The concentrations of HBP in wound fluid from 12 patients with chronic venous leg ulcer as well as in a control group (n=9) were determined by ELISA. The HBP levels in the chronic ulcer fluids were significantly higher (p=0.0021), in contrast to those detected in the acute wound fluids. In the chronic wound tissues, HBP was identified in the pericellular parts of the inflammatory infiltrate but also in PMNs as well as inside macrophages. These findings correspond to other reports, demonstrating that macrophages internalise neutrophil-derived HBP (Heinzlemann et al. 1998). In nine of these chronic wound patients bacterial swabs were sampled, identifying bacterial growth of *S. aureus*, *P. aeruginosa*, *E. faecalis*, and *P. mirabilis*. There was no clear correlation between type of bacterial isolate and the concentration of HBP in the individual patients. Intact HBP in chronic wound fluid from patients colonised with *P. aeruginosa* was identified using SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting, indicating that HBP is stable in highly proteolytic environments. A commonly found bacterium in chronic venous leg ulcers, the Gram-negative *P. aeruginosa* (Hansson et al. 1995; Schmidtchen et al. 2001; Schmidtchen et al. 2003), was found to induce HBP release from PMNs. Furthermore, HBP did not exert any antimicrobial effects in presence of wound fluid.
Thus, the results indicate that the HBP, released in response to common bacteria such as *P. aeruginosa*, is not antimicrobial *in vivo*, but may act as a mediator for endothelial activation and vascular leakage, leading to erythema and oedema, significant clinical “hall-marks” of venous ulcerations.
Paper V

**Lundqvist K, Schmidtchen A.** Human neutrophil α-defensins in chronic venous leg ulcers. In manuscript.

α-defensins represent a group of small and evolutionally conserved, cationic, antimicrobial peptides stored in the azurophilic granules of PMNs (Lehrer & Ganz 2002). They have a multifunctional role in the innate host defence since they not only protect against microbial invasion, but also exert chemotactic effects and thus participate in inflammation (Ganz 1985; Ganz & Lehrer 1998; Boman 2000; Harder & Schröder 2005; Yang 2004). It is believed that α-defensins mainly exert their antimicrobial activity in lysosomal compartments of PMNs, but may also be released upon strong stimulation of PMNs (Yang 2004).

Considering the high influx of white blood cells into the surroundings of venous ulcers (Ågren et al. 2000), as well as bacterial presence, the purpose of this paper was to identify and study the potential role(s) of α-defensins in chronic venous ulcers. Immunohistochemistry was used to identify α-defensin in acute wounds, chronic venous leg ulcer tissues and in normal skin from five patients. As expected, the venous ulcers showed intracellular staining for α-defensins in PMNs, but there were also a pericellular staining around the PMNs. The infiltrate of acute wounds (3-4 days after wounding) was less dense and the staining pattern for α-defensins was predominantly intracellular. There was no detectable staining for α-defensins in normal skin.

To evaluate whether the staining pattern differed between acute and chronic wounds, two randomly chosen 0.09 square-mm dermal areas beneath the wound edge on each slide of chronic and acute wound section were examined. Stained cells, showing intracellular staining only or with additional pericellular staining, were counted in the microscope. As expected, chronic wounds contained significantly higher amount of PMNs per area. However, the ratio of degranulated PMNs in acute and chronic wounds was similar. Furthermore, the concentration of α-defensin in wound fluid was determined by ELISA (Faurschou et al. 2002). The result showed a significantly higher concentration of α-defensin in chronic wound fluid in contrast to acute wound fluid. This could be related to the increased levels of PMNs in chronic wound tissues.

Moreover, the antibacterial activity of this peptide was explored. Radial diffusion assay was performed (Lehrer et al. 1991) using *E. coli* and *P. aeruginosa* isolates from chronic wounds. The antibacterial effects of 50 and 100 µM of α-defensin were examined in presence of added wound fluid. The antimicrobial peptide LL-37 was used as a control peptide. This peptide is strongly expressed in normal healing skin but is
not expressed in chronic wound tissues (Heilborn et al. 2003). The results showed that addition of chronic wound fluid significantly inhibited the antimicrobial effect of α-defensin but not the activity of the peptide LL-37.

Taken together, the findings indicate a significant extracellular release of α-defensins in venous ulcers. Apparently, like HBP, α-defensins have no antimicrobial capacity in wound fluids in vivo, as suggested by the RDA experiment mentioned above. However, considering the chemotactic roles of α-defensins, a high and uncontrolled release of these molecules could attract PMNs and other inflammatory cells to chronic ulcer areas, thus contributing to the unregulated inflammation noted in this disease.
Conclusions and future perspectives

The main findings in this thesis are the identification of several molecules in venous ulcers and in acute wounds, which are involved in regulation of endothelial function (HBP), chemotaxis (α-defensins), oxidative stress (α₁-microglobulin, heme, and iron), and cell proliferation (cyclin A and proteoglycans). The venous ulcers contained significantly increased levels of the chemotactic peptide α-defensin, as well as HBP, a factor known to induce capillary leakage. Secreted products of P. aeruginosa, a bacterium often found in chronic ulcers, were found to induce release of HBP from human neutrophils. Taken together, the data suggests a possible link between bacterial presence, neutrophil activation and HBP-release in venous ulcers. These results may help to explain the clinical observation of classic inflammatory signs such as high exudation, swelling, and erythema often accompanied by P. aeruginosa infected wounds. Thus, high HBP and α-defensin levels, promoting capillary leakage and chemotaxis, respectively, in concert with heme-mediated oxidative stress, may constitute a “vicious loop”, which underlies the high inflammation noted in non-healing venous ulcers. Interestingly, our data, in concert with previous studies by others, does not indicate that there is a defective cell proliferation in the wound edges of venous ulcers. These findings provide novel diagnostic markers and reinforce the view that future therapeutic approaches directed at venous ulcers should target inflammatory mechanisms and excessive bacterial influence.

It is well known that the pathogenesis of venous ulcers is multifactorial and the various pieces in the “etiologic puzzle” are numerous. It is interesting to note that many of the currently recommended therapies (but also traditional ones, see Introduction) for venous leg ulcers indeed target these pathological conditions. Basal wound care, including proper irrigation and mechanical debridement of devitalized tissues likely removes the bacterial burden and their biofilms. Antimicrobial treatments, like cleansing with acetic acid (Hansson et al. 1995), cadexomer iodine (Hansson 1998) or silver containing bandages (Percival 2005), are used in order to lower the bacterial burden on critically colonized wounds (see; schematic illustration below, of chronic venous ulcer pathogenesis and therapeutic options).
Thus, interfering with one pathogenetic step in the development of ulcers by targeting bacterial influence should minimize neutrophil activation and lead to less HBP as well as α-defensin release.

Furthermore, proper compression, or sclerotherapy, will improve venous blood flow and the microcirculation, which prevents oedema and hence, minimizes capillary leakage, erythrocyte extravasation, hemosiderin formation, and oxidative stress. Morphological tissue changes such as capillary fibrin cuffs, dermal fibrosis, organized oedema and iron deposition increases by prolonged venous ulcer duration, why prompt medical care should be initiated (Smith 2006). Studies of treatment with Pentoxifylline have reported improved healing rates in venous leg ulcer patients (Falanga et al. 1999). Interestingly, besides well-documented therapeutic effects on the microcirculation, the drug has recently discovered immuno-modulatory and anti-inflammatory actions, which could be of advantage in venous leg ulcer therapy (Fantin et al. 2006).

In a future perspective, therapeutic models with selected drugs or dressings, blocking HBP or α-defensin release or function, are interesting concepts in developing new treatment options. To study levels of biological markers in wound fluids or in tissues before and after new treatments, should be valuable in future clinically oriented wound healing studies.
Sammanfattning på svenska

Den övergripande målsättningen med denna avhandling har varit att undersöka molekylära förändringar i icke läkande venösa bensår. Framförallt har fokus lagts på faktorer som underhåller den ständigt pågående inflammationen i venösa sår. Med tanke på att alla venösa sår alltid koloniseras av olika bakterier, har vi undersökt hur bakterier kan påverka sårläkning och inflammation. Slutligen har vi studerat huruvida det finns hållpunkter för defekt celldelning i sårkanter från kroniska sår.

I det normala fallet läker uppkomna sårskador. Vid hudskada initieras sårläkningsprocessen som en väl koordinerad kedja av enzymer och cytokiner vilket leder till invandring av vita blodkroppar som rensar upp i sårområdet (inflammationsfasen). Denna fas följs av celltillväxt och invandring av blodkärl och epitelceller (granulations och epitelialiseringsfasen).

Vår hud är koloniserad med olika bakterier och svampar. Intakt hud och god sårläkning, tillsammans med olika antimikrobiella skyddssystem baserade på antikroppar, antimikrobiella peptider och olika vita blodkroppar är förutsättningen för att vi inte skall drabbas av inträngande infektioner.


Icke läkande venösa sår karaktäriseras av en kontinuerlig inflammationsfas med hög vävnadsnedbrytning i sårområdet till skillnad från akuta, läkande sår där den inflammatoriska fasen är över på 3-5 dagar efter skada. Dessutom är kroniska sår alltid koloniserade av bakterier vilket sammanTaget initierar en aktivering av immunförsvar-
ret och leder till rekrytering av vita blodkroppar. Dessa celler innehåller olika proteiner, proteinfragment (peptider), och enzymer som är viktiga för både inflammation och infektionsförsvar. Heparin bindande protein (HBP) och α-defensiner är två exempel på sådana ämnen som lagras i vita blodkroppar. HBP initierar en aktivering av kärlväggens celler vilket bidrar till läckage av vätska och utträde av röda och vita blodkroppar som deponeras i läderhuden. α-defensiner bidrar till rekrytering av ytterligare vita blodkroppar från blodbanan vilket förstärker den inflammatoriska aktiviteten. Höga koncentrationer av HBP och α-defensin identifierades i sårvätska från venösa kroniska sår. Bakterier, framför allt P. aeruginosa (som ofta förekommer i kroniska sår), visade sig initiera frisättning av HBP, till skillnad från S. aureus som ej hade denna effekt på HBP frisättning. Fyndet kan förklara varför kolonisation med P. aeruginosa i kroniska sår vanligtvis är förenad med kliniska tecknen på inflammation, dvs. rodnad, svullnad, värmeökning och smärta.


Sammanfattningsvis understryker resultaten i detta arbete betydelsen av hög inflammation (relaterad till hög oxidativ stress, bakteriebörda, höga halter av vita blodkroppar och kemotaktiska substanser) för utvecklingen av kroniska venösa sår. Någon defekt celldelningsförmåga hos keratinocyterna i sårkanten har inte kunnat påvisas. Ett flertal av de molekyler som studerats i detta arbete, som HBP och defensiner, skulle kunna tjänas som ”markörer” för utvecklingen av nya terapeutiskt designade för att blockera inflammationen i venösa sår.

Avhandlingen identifierar flera nya mätbara sårmarkörer involverade i inflammationsprocessen, med möjlighet för koncentrationsbestämningar i sårvätska men också med möjlighet till att studera distributionsmönster i sårvävnad. Dessa inkluderar defensiner, HBP, olika proteoglykaner, celldelningsmarkörer, järn, och hem. Dessa "markörer" kan vara värdefulla vid utvärdering genom analys av sårvätska före och efter behandling. Om kroniska venösa bensår på så sätt kan erbjudas förfinade terapi och individuellt designade behandlingsregimer och därmed snabbare växla över till läkningsfas så kan detta bidra till ett minkat lidande för de drabbade patienterna men också till betydande ekonomiska vinster för sjukvården.
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